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ray allen
Provost Emeritus, Maryland Institute College of Art, Baltimore, Maryland

Thinking also naturally extends to judging—to students making decisions not only
about the effectiveness of a particular result but also about long-held and/or culturallyconstructed assumptions as to what they believe is good or bad and what constitutes
excellence in their eyes. Since many of these beliefs pre-date their entry into the Program,
the curriculum offers constant opportunities to critically examine long-held ideas and
provides new theoretical frames through which students may evaluate their experiences.
The Foundation Program, or first year of study at LAU’s School of Architecture and
Design (SArD) is a dizzying, exhilarating rite of passage into the joys and challenges of
becoming an architect or designer. As its title would suggest, it provides its first year
majors with a program of study that emphasizes the development of their perception,
the acquisition of basic skills, and the understanding of concepts of visual organization
that are considered common to all of the design disciplines.

This quite conscious focus on thinking critically about form, meaning, and quality goes
hand-in-glove with an equally deliberate emphasis on challenging students to stretch their
poetic imagination beyond a place of comfort or familiarity. As the curriculum progresses,
students are engaged in very deliberate processes of analysis, abstraction, deconstruction,
re-imagination and recombination that takes them to previously unexplored realities and
totally new outcomes. Consequently, by the end of their Foundation experience, students
have learned how to learn, are prepared to take on the rigors of professional programs,
and most importantly, see the world in completely new and different ways.

Less easily defined but more arguably important, however, the SArD Foundation Program
is a powerful crucible of transformation for students with little to no experience or
exposure to the world of making visual form. Through long hours in the studio, labs,
and shops, the curriculum initiates students into the mystery of the creative process
and the natural flow of design thinking. At the same time, the faculty’s integration of
incremental steps and strategies for carrying projects from conception to completion into
each assignment, teaches them how to work. And for students reared in a educational
system that has primarily stressed the verbal and aural, the curriculum is often their first
introduction to spatial and kinesthetic learning- to the very notions that making is an
active form of thinking and failing an important means of succeeding.

4

But ultimately, the real determinant of the effectiveness of SArD’s Foundation experience
in preparing its students to succeed professionally resides in the work captured in this
catalog. In the aggregate, it is a celebration of a dedicated faculty and a unified and
truly transformative curricular experience. But as one looks at each piece individually, it
is also a tribute to the individual creative imagination and potential of this generation
and most importantly, the hopefulness it engenders.
June 19, 2016
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silia abou arbid
Interim Chair, Fine Arts and Foundation Studies Department

The idea of Foundation Studies as a fundamentally experimental-by-nature platform
for making and learning has always loomed large since it’s inception at the Bauhaus,
and the ends it served in generating both the novelty and the radicalism in design and
it’s teaching methodologies.
Later, the subversion of traditional boundaries between media and disciplines was to
be all the more harnessed at the post World War II Black Mountain College, in North
Carolina – USA, who were the primary followers to provide an interdisciplinary theoretical
framework through which speculative reasoning fostering a strong sense of individuality
is core to the study of all the creative fields in art and design.

In it’s terse compactness, the Foundation Studies year remains among the last holdouts,
in the education of a designer, to seek quixotic empiricism as an emboldening means to
discover rational dicta for the creative process and arouse passion for critical discovery.
Those spontaneous and incisive early attempts to forge ahead are perhaps marked by
rash pursuits, however, they confirm in their own sense, that maverick experimentation
prefigures learning, and, that experience is a full realization of the self, in the quest
for knowledge.

While the Foundation Program at LAU puts an emphasis on critical inquiry when making
sense of our surrounds – varying senses that a given or a thought might have, our tutoring
efforts seek fore mostly to articulate stories that abbreviate the world .. and, thence,
provide an intellectual and experiential model for knowledge, before instruction changes
from making-up truths that motivate and guide to enable visceral action to contending
with the requisites of potential reality, use and function.

Foundation Studies is a ground where playing will for the first time assume the formal
role of planning, and, where fun in turn takes the form of intelligent enabling. Now, there
is a more relevant role for playing – a plausible reason for the vitality of fun to form the
basis of speculative response to encounters, forward looking the first poetic reflection
on ideal and pragmatic possibilities and the progressive move towards extrapolation, or,
interpretation and the formulation of a concept.
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This publication showcases our program’s wide-arrayed pedagogical approaches to artistic
inquisition and acquiring the phenomenological acumen for intellectual growth.
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Christine Kettaneh

design studio ia
This studio emphasizes on visual perception through an initiation into the different modes of two-dimensional
representation and the formal analysis of the basic elements of visual language, such as: point, line, shape and
figure/ground structure, color and the effects of light on forms.
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rached bohsali
After experimenting paint and color on 2 minor exercises with the “COLOR WHEEL”
and” THE DIFFERENT SHADES AND TONES OF A HUE” students worked on 2 kinds of
movements that were involved in one exercise called the “PERSONAL IDENTITY”.
The student focused on the horizontal spontaneous free brush stroke combined with an
“orthogonally” preconceived slow movement of the finger print. A contrast of movements,
color and composition. Enlarging both to a 100x70 cm with the designer’s medium
(gouache), we will end up having a very dynamic signature and a stylized abstract “selfportrait” where Scale also is major factor in design.
Then comes the “EXPERIMENTS IN VISUAL KINETICS” an exercise with several phases:
Phase 1: The COLLAGE, is done by reversing strips of sliced strip of quality prints
from magazines, weaving them or simply inverting squares till we get an interesting
composition.
Phase 2: Then the DIGITAL PROCESS. Scanning the collage and processing the composition
with Photoshop will enhance the color /contrast/ lightness and also create creative
diversified effect prior to the next phase.
Phase 3: The TRACED FRAMED OUTLINE which will be expressed in different media;
Phase 4: GOUACHE
Phase 5: PENCIL
Phase 6: INK
Phase 7: The FIGURATIVE COMPOSITION. Finally the semester ends with the creation
of a figurative composition with a story board that is depicted from the different lines.
Throughout the semester the students will be introduced to design strategies with basic
elements and principles of design (Elements: as in Line/ Shape/ Value/ Color/ Movement/
Size/ Pattern, and Principles: like Unity/ Harmony/ Contrast/ Rhythm/ Repetition/
Gradation/ Balance/ Dominance.)
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FALL 15

Design Studio IA

1. aya safi

Set of gouache, pencil and ink

1
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FALL 15
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Design Studio IA

1. celine lahham
Project 1: Brush stroke

3

2. dyala nassif
Project 1: Brush stroke

FALL 15

4

Design Studio IA

3. rand edilbi
Project 1: Brush stroke

4. christine butchakjian
Project 1: Brush stroke

1

2

3

4

5
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Design Studio IA

1. liliana halwani
Project 1: Brush stroke

2. rea osseiran
Project 1: Brush stroke

3. jana al fakih
Project 1: Brush stroke

4. karen kotob
Project 1: Brush stroke

FALL 15

Design Studio IA

5. jana al fakih

Project 2 – Stage 1: Gouache

6. martine sayegh
Project 2 – Stage 1: Gouache

1

3
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Design Studio IA

1. valentina khalil
Project 2 – Stage 2: Pencil

2. jana al fakih
Project 2 – Stage 2: Pencil

FALL 15

Design Studio IA

3. nour harfouche
Set of gouache, pencil and ink

1

3

2
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Design Studio IA

1. lynn nasr

Project 2 – Stage 3: Ink

2. farah hamdan
Project 2 – Stage 3: Ink

FALL 15

Design Studio IA

3. leen idelbi
Project 2 – Stage 3: Ink

1

2

3
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FALL 15

Design Studio IA

1. pia maria majdalani
Project 2 – Final outcome
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FALL 15

Design Studio IA

2. jana al fakih
Project 2 – Final outcome

3. valentina khalil
Project 2 – Final outcome

christine kettaneh
I have devised this project in the aim of helping students to dream, reflect and respond.
A creative in any field should be able to dream.

1

And that’s what I hope to stir in my students, the confidence that in dreaming and
treading beyond the dictated obvious there is a world waiting to be discovered and traced.
Of course, I realize that dreaming can be vain like making out forms in clouds. But that is
not the type of dreaming I want to inspire in my students. The dream needs to be lured
into those corners that promise new matter that can respond to questions and problems.
So I believe that conceptual thinking must be the driver that prompts the dreaming.

2

Starting from a couple of keywords, I ask my students to create visual and conceptual
connections which would set in motion the creation of an absurd character, a story and
hopefully a new understanding.
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FALL 15

Design Studio IA

1 | 2. elsa abdallah | imenand

“Imenand” means “the hidden one” in Egyptian

1

3

4

2
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Design Studio IA

1 | 2. marguerita assi | adella

My character resembles a woman who has long been distressed; what disturbs her most is the image in her head of how things are supposed to be.
She feels she is limited within boundaries, just like a fish that is entrapped inside an aquarium.
She holds on to a fish pole and pulls out the entrapped fish from her head; the fish gradually develop wings and transform into birds.
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FALL 15

Design Studio IA

3 | 4. farah saliba | mr. giggles

Mr. Giggles is a harsh scary-looking hero who guards every kid’s dream at night. With the use of his dream catcher on his moon head, he catches the nightmares letting only good dreams to pass through.
Every nightmare he catches will stick on his body making him such a monster looking character, but his clown nose will never stop the giggles on children’s faces.
It’s when Mr Giggles came to town that the screams became giggles!!

3

4

1

2
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Design Studio IA

1 | 2. yara nassif | love bulb

This character was created in order to bring love and attraction to the universe.
The Love Bulb emits love in the form of light and spreads it; the universe gives back an equal amount of love so that both shine forever.
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3 | 4 | 5. mike anthony chaiban | mokuzai

My character is called “Mokuzai”, meaning timber. A humble name for a humble creature. The “Mad Garden” is not the garden of anger or hatred. It is the garden of insanity, the garden of ideas.
As the keeper of the garden, Mokuzai is also a product of the Mad Garden. Its soil rich in ideas and thoughts has made him into a librarian, a teacher, and a gardener all at once.
He pays this forward by watering and aiding other book trees to grow either into originals that produce or into vessels that carry his will and become teachers, gardeners in his stead.

1

guitta melki
Thinking and feeling are the two prerequisites to the successful use of the problems in
this studio. Any learning developing out of the study of any one visual element should
find application in any future work.
Using well known artwork and different media, the studio was introduced by the
application of a series of exercises intended to develop and sharpen the students’
understanding of the universal elements and principles of 2D design.
The creation of “gestalt” images representing opposite concepts were studied to further
achieve the criteria of “notan” (light and dark completing one another) and simultaneous
color contrast. Problems in texture were approached through experimenting with
transformation to achieve “surrealism” and creating compositions that observe “wabi
sabi” (finding beauty in the mundane)
In their final project, students chose between a personal memory and a favorite song/
lyric and interpreted it visually using a familiar style for a well-known artist.
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1 | 2. christina zachem | day and night
Motif positive negative simultanious color contrast

1

2

3
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FALL 15

Design Studio IA

1. hikmat corbani

Motif opposites Life and Death simultanious color
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FALL 15

Design Studio IA

2. margaux j. essey

Motif positive negative simultanious color contrast

3. ghinwa al alam

Motif positive negative simultanious color contrast

1

2

3
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1. houry jamkojian

Wabi sabi inspired texture composition
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2. margaux j. essey

Final memory inspired by Lionel Feninger and creation of Gestalt

3. george eid

Final inspired by a song and Lionel Feninger

1

3

2
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Design Studio IA

1. jad nehme

Final inspired by op art Victor Vasserally

2. karen mahfouz

Memory inspired by Van Gogh and positif negatif

FALL 15

Design Studio IA

3. hikmat corbani
Portrait texture transformation

4. margaux j. essey
Texture transformation

1

arwa seifeddine
This studio is an introduction to the basic elements and principles of two-dimensional
design. After an initiation to color theory and techniques, students were asked to visualize,
and express, in a large abstract composition, the color scheme of frozen landscapes with
reference to the art of Vasarely.
The exercise was followed by designs focusing on the interaction of positive and negative
shapes in a variety of compositional organizations exploring repetition, alternation,
rotation and symmetry with reference to the work of M.C.Escher
The final project is based on the experience of a scrutinized study and interpretation
of an element from nature issued from the vegetal, the mineral or the animal worlds.
The studied element was drawn, stylized, abstracted, and interpreted with different
media and techniques, then inserted into two different contexts that were expected to
transform its meaning and function, leading the viewer to unusual mental associations.
In this third approach, students crystallize ideas into shapes, investigate imaginative
concepts, and prepare for the verbal presentation of their work.
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1/2. sefian el kotob

Feather, context and function transformation

1

3

2

4
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1. karine soubra

Cactus, context and function transformation

2. hammoud rima

Shell, context and function transformation

FALL 15

Design Studio IA

3. sima rawas

Feather, context and function transformation

4. carole el danaf

Cactus, context and function transformation

3

1

2

4
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1. bilal issa

Shell, context and function transformation

2. carla saab
Abstraction of a feather

FALL 15

Design Studio IA

3. elie barakat
Abstraction of a shell

4. bilal issa

Shell, context and function transformation

1

2

5

6

4

7

8

3
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1. sally jaroudy
Abstraction of a shell

2. elie barakat
Study from nature.

3. mohamad el husseini
Abstraction of a cactus

4. jinane boustany
Study from nature.

FALL 15
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5. sally jaroudy
Abstraction of a shell

6. bilal issa
Shell

7. karine soubra

Textural interpretation of a cactus

8. sima rawas

Textural interpretation of a feather

1
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1. karine soubra

3

2. sami rawas
Rotation

FALL 15
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3. carole el danaf
Rotation

4. racha ahmad
Rotation

1
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Design Studio IA

1. lara abou znad

Chromatic composition for an iceberg

3

2. racha ahmad

Chromatic composition for an iceberg

FALL 15

4

Design Studio IA

3. jinane boustany

Chromatic composition for an iceberg

4. rayan chebli

Chromatic composition for an iceberg

1

2

3

4

hanibal srouji
To develop an understanding of the basic elements of composition in visual language students
embark on “Artwork Analysis” as an ongoing assignment throughout the semester. Breaking down
artworks as research and examination of the essential core ideas relating to Composition: Color,
Outline, Contour, shapes, Geometric shapes, Masses, Balance and Structure.
“Color and color relations” a series of color exercises covering color relations and interactions:
- Hue (in relation to the chromatic color range)
- Value (in relation tints, tones and shades-brightness)
- Other (cold/warm, transparent/opaque, etc.)
“Identity – a self-portrait” is an assignment relating to application of color explorations done in the
beginning of the course.
“Useless Objects” is an assignment designed for students to examine through simple drawing
objects that they like and how to render them “useless”.
Students also execute drawings of objects using different perspective view points.
“Leaf Composition”, in this project, students are to make use of the results of their artwork analysis
to make their own composition using simple plant leaves.
“Motifs and Frottage patterns”, the leaf compositions are reinterpreted using frottage of different
surfaces. Different resulting treatments are to be considered within the overall composition.
Attention is on using different patterns to produce varied qualities of light as a structural factor in
the composition.
“Tell me a story”, a “story telling” series of drawings using leaf compositions.
The experimentations and composition exercises are to lead to a series of drawings using frottage
- with the possibility of introducing color – to illustrate a “Story” as change form one drawing to
another. Color and tones are introduced as part of the compositions in different sequences.
Overall, the students learn through making. They get to understand how two dimensional art and
graphic works could be composed; how basic compositional elements combine to create visual
tensions and expressions. The changes in any element, color or surface for example, could affect
the “expression” of space, balance and their interplay
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1 | 2 | 3 | 4. untitled
Lead experimentation

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Design Studio IA

1. untitled

2. untitled
Self portrait

3 | 4. untitled
Grids

FALL 15
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5. nour zantout
Self portrait

6. marwa hariri
Self portrait

1

4

2

3
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1 | 2 | 3. marwa hariri
Storyboard in black and white
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4. nour zantout
Leaf frottage

1

4

5

7

8

6

2

3
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1 | 2 | 3. nour zantout
Leaf experimentation
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4 | 5 | 6. nour zantout
Storyline

7 | 8. nour zantout
Leaf frottage

design studio ib
This studio explores the basics of plastic modeling and initiates students to critical thinking through exercises
that address three-dimensional formal analysis and evolve from soft materials to hard materials, with an
emphasis on learning wood craftsmanship.
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silia abou-arbid

1

Form: Affects and the Embodiment of a Referential Order
Invisible Cities Italo Calvino – 1972
In this introductory design studio on dimensional design, students concentrate on
investigating the realm of form. While learning how to speculate on an idea and translate
ideas and meanings into form, our main concern is always exploring the immediate or
arbitrary as a mode of thinking and making.
The students’ discourse is based on two urban allegories from the book Invisible Cities,
by Italo Calvino. They explore imagination, the imaginable and the imaged .. therefore,
they are requested to search for the underlying and the untold to release imaginative
potentialities unlimited by truths, or physics, or theories.
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Design Studio IB

Deployment and Adaptation of the Storyline: Two Opposite Alternatives

1. rihab sukkarieh
ERSILIA Trading Cities – EUPHEMIA Trading Cities

A Play of 9 Cubes _ Graphite on Vellum Paper
‘ Words fail when you come upon the ruins of abandoned cities ’.

2

1
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Design Studio IB

1. carol el danaf
ISAURA Thin Cities – ARMILIA Thin Cities

A Play of 9 Cubes _ Graphite on Vellum Paper
‘ The connections between waters and the sand remained obscure - uncertain.. an emblem among emblems ’.
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2. jana al fakih

ZORA Cities and Memory – ZIRMA Cities and Signs

A Play of 9 Cubes _ Graphite on Vellum Paper
‘ Forced to remain motionless, Zora has languished .. Zirma remains, only to speak of redundant objects around which memory crystalizes̕.

2

1
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Design Studio IB

Formal Exploration: Exposing the Storyline Dynamics thru’ a Reductive, Procedurally-Driven Notational Visual Study

1. sarah chilinguirian

2. jana al fakih

A Play of 9 Cubes _ Graphite on Vellum Paper
‘ Over the void, people are persistently attached to what they possess ’.

Final 3D Embodiement of the Storyline _ Handcrafted WaWa Wood Model
‘ Through the streams of winds, memories remain ’..

OCTAVIA Thin Cities – ERSILIA Trading Cities

ZORA Cities and Memory – ZIRMA Cities and Signs

1

3

2
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Design Studio IB

1. mira hiraz ERSILIA Trading Cities – CHLOE Trading Cities

Final 3D Embodiement of the Storyline _ Handcrafted WaWa Wood Model
‘ Paradoxical, yet kindered.. The city is known for its sudden dissolution when relations become
abundant and departure the only continuity that allows for a boundless extension of territories̕

2. thuraya shatila ZENOBIA Thin Cities – ADELMA Cities and the Dead
Final 3D Embodiement of the Storyline _ Handcrafted WaWa Wood Model
Different cities feature one and the same sides to themselves. The same forms, the same orders
.. the same futures – a future ‘ where one can only look back with nostalgia at what the city was̕.

FALL 15

Design Studio IB

3. diana nasreddine

ZORA Cities and Memory – RAISSA Hidden Cities

Final 3D Embodiement of the Storyline _ Handcrafted WaWa Wood Model
‘ Hidden Cities: Memorable, withstanding the secrets of dawn̕..

1

2

chahid akoury
Starting with a structural analysis of an audio track, students produced a two-dimensional
drawing using only straight lines. This studio considered forming as a departure through
altering, distorting, morphing, and folding, which is why the next phase in the process
taught the students manipulating interrelations, differentials, rhythms, axes of stretching,
as well as applying the conceptual elements of points, lines and planes.
2/7 Paper folding is utilized as a morphogenetic sequential process that transforms
the planar drawn two-dimensional lines on the paper into three-dimensional physical
structures. Through the use of folding, students tackled critical thresholds where
qualitative transformations occur, as well as considered emerging issues of solids and
voids, problem solving, and finally organizational diagrams.

3

Students explored transformations of a single paper and cardboard surface into a volume
while maintaining the continuity of the material itself. This was achieved through simple
actions and intuitive responses; folding, pressing, creasing, pleating, scoring, cutting,
pulling up, rotating, twisting, revolving, wrapping, and compressing. Students learnt
to approach materials as abstract machines knowing nothing of forms and substances,
and to consider the folds as diagrams. Initial intuitive responses evolved into primary
techniques of triangulation, stress forming, stratification of folds, and patterns making.
Topological properties are crucial to describe the space emerging in the fold proximity;
separation, spatial succession, enclosure and contiguity enabled a mastering of void
formation and of thinking of space as vital aspect of volumetric studies.

4

The studio introduced the study and analysis of light and cast shadows as yet another
morphological form generating process. Students revisited two-dimensionality through
remaking the drawings associated with the folds whilst adding the cast shadows, in a
process of re-describing the surfaces, shapes, and forms. The studio investigated the
latter relations as subtractive, extractive, and additive actions in foam, and eventually
in wood.
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1. farah saliba

Drawing combining cast shadows and generated shapes

2 | 3 | 4. hikmat corbani
Final wood model

1

2

4

5

3
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1 | 2 | 3. elsa abdallah
Paper folding modular

6
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FALL 15

Design Studio IB

3 | 5 | 6. stephanie ibrahim
Modular graphite renders

1

rached bohsali
4 exercises are given throughout the semester:
The 1st one MASSES IN LAYERS AND CONTOURS: choose a fruit, a vegetable or a soft
object with an interesting form that can be sliced into thin layers. Trace each outline
in order to shape a contour. The end result should give the impression of a solid mass.
Exercise2 – ORIGAMI HELMET: Studies and research are made with a series of multiple
origami tessellation folds. Final result: A combination of headgear /helmet /mask with
Origami.
Exercise3 – MOLYBDOMANCY: A divination derived from casting melted solder in cold
water. The resulting forms are to be stylized to geometric forms in drawings, put in
fictitious settings and then executed in a wooden model with a stop motion reconstruction
of the different stages of construction
Parallel exercise – TEXTILE SKINS: With soft textile, Elmer’s glue, metal wire, wood
chippings, metal shavings, and as molds, balloons, other soft plastic bowls, or other
molds... create shapes with the paste mixed... A simple exercise done in parallel just to
understand and be acquainted with the negative forms.
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1. ahmad itani
Origami helmet

1

2

3
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Design Studio IB

1. class origami project
Origami helmet
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2. lynn el said
Textile skins

3. marwa hariri
Textile skins

4

1

2

3

5
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1 | 2. victoria kabalan
Molybdomancy
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Design Studio IB

3. farah hamdan
Molybdomancy

4. tala kseibi
Molybdomancy

5. jana kasti
Molybdomancy

3

1

2

5

4
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1 | 2. ahmad itani
Molybdomancy
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Design Studio IB

3. marwa mansour
Molybdomancy

4. martine sayegh
Molybdomancy

5. ahmad itani

Masses in layers and contours

youssef el helou
The foundation IB studio engages into the exploration of the interrelationship between
critical reasoning --or speculation-- and design, through a series of interlinking works
built around a welldefinedmethodological framework.
1

Over the course of this semester, the students experimented the design process as a
continuous speculative process, navigating the pathways between thinking, drawing
and making.
Each student was first assigned a narrative drawn from Italo Calvino’s metamorphosing
novel Invisible Cities, from which they launched into a series of investigations and
dialogues, in order to reach a verbalized interpretation. Students then translated these
cognitive ideations into the visual realm of collages and sketches that express the
fragmented shapes and directions of Calvino’s imaginary worlds. Delving further into
the abstraction of their initial explorations, students then constructed two-dimensional
linear compositions that gave formal voice to their textual elaborations.
In the next phase of the project, the students focused on the transition from the
second to the third dimension. They materialized their concepts by arbitrarily extruding
a section from their linear modulations and creating interpretive foam models that
embodied the analytical and formal dimensions of their initial explorations, before
moving to the workshop to produce the final model in wood. In addition to developing
manual craftsmanship skills in woodworking and wood joinery confection, the final
stage of this creative process allowed students to apprehend the relationship -- and
the interdependencies-- between the structural and the aesthetical aspects of a
threedimensional object.
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1. lulua sultan al ajami

1

2

4

5

3

6
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1 | 2 | 3. elie barakat
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4 | 5 | 6. rasha ahmad

1

4

3

2
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Design Studio IB

1. elie barakat

2. rami abisaab

FALL 15

Design Studio IB

1. hadi jaber

2. valentina khalil

1

lee frederix
The design studio will follow a series of well-defined phases of production, each one linked to previous work
and all phases synthesized in the final outcome. The student is expected to develop a design methodology
that will allow him/her to move from analysis toward concept building, and finally to execution. The
scope of the various projects covers a wide variety of media and ranges from the macro toward the micro
(and back again), from singularity to plurality, from the intensely objective to the excessively subjective.
Phase 1: Survey / Document Perception is an awareness of one’s situation gained through the senses,
but also through cognitive and emotional events (B.F. Skinner). As a basis for the term’s work, each
student will use a variety of techniques to document her surroundings, then create a series of graphic
representations of the survey.
Phase 2: Surface Modulation Surface is our primary interface with an object, and it can both hide and
reveal deeper meaning. Based on the formal exercises in Phase 1, students will construct a series of 3D
compositions in relief that suggest the spatial character derived from the source images.
Phase 3: Skin and Bones “The desert and the ocean are realms of desolation on the surface. The desert
is a place of bones, where the innards are turned out, to desiccate into dust. The ocean is a place of skin,
rich outer membranes hiding thick juicy insides, laden with the soup of being…Both worlds are deceptive,
dangerous. Both, seething with hidden life. The only veil that stands between perception of what is
underneath the desolate surface is your courage. Dare to breach the surface and sink.” -Vera Nazarian in The
Perpetual Calendar of Inspiration from the above relief works, students will extract geometric and organic
patterns and abstractions, projecting the illusionistic space of the source images into 3D space. The resulting
patterns will be transformed through a malleable sense of volume into two separate enclosed structural
systems that reflect the life living just under the surface.
Phase 4: Genetic Re-engineering In a process of recombining the geometric and organic systems, the
student will construct a shell, a hollow hybrid. Then, moving from negative to positive, cast from that
shell an altogether new form, a new creature that reflects some of the character of the environment
from which it was derived.
Phase 5: Icon of Symbiosis Working with, around, through the cast creature from Phase 4, the student
will create a wooden volume to supplement the plaster cast. The added wooden elements should enhance
its formal character by complementing, framing, supporting the pre-existing, while at the same time
becoming an integral part of a symbiotic, harmonious 3D volume. The final dedicated design icon should
be a complete exploration of 3D elements and orders that investigate structure, balance, mass, texture,
proportion, and space.
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1. carla saab
Genetic re-engineering

2

4

1

6

3
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1. liliana halwani
Genetic re-engineering

2. hala el balaa
Genetic re-engineering

3. thea raffoul
Genetic re-engineering
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4. liliana halwani
Icon of symbiosis

5. nour hachem
Icon of symbiosis

6. joanne khalife
Icon of symbiosis

1

2

5

3
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Design Studio IB

1. draw 13

Projecting volume

2. draw 01
Projecting volume

3. draw 09
Projecting volume

4. draw 11

Projecting volume

FALL 15

Design Studio IB

5. draw 02
Projecting volume

6. draw 04
Projecting volume

1

4

2

3

5
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1. draw 10

Projecting volume

2. draw 16

Projecting volume

3. draw 19

Projecting volume

FALL 15

Design Studio IB

4. draw 05
Projecting volume

5. draw 08
Projecting volume

1

2
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1 | 2. edy suidan
Skin+bones
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5
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Design Studio IB

3 | 4. nour hachem
Skin+bones

5 | 6. rayan chebli
Skin+bones

1

susan molesky
The term was organized around two projects which viewed form as an object which is
formed by material process; then the opposite, space which is formed by objects and rules.”
With “Draw a Sphere”, students cut a circle in a planar surface, then use this to ‘form’
a sphere by passing hardening plaster through the circle; cutting, shaving and shaping
it into as near a perfect sphere as they can. Forming a three dimensional sphere from a
two dimensional circle is a magical process. Drawing the light and shadow of the sphere
is a studied discipline of careful observation to see the light in shadow, and the shadow
in light. A device is then made to display the sphere. Two approaches are possible, to
aesthetically display the sphere, as in a nest, or to design a device which extends their
understanding of how the sphere was made, usually with geometric constructions. A
series of orthographic drawings completes the project.
“Shifting Spaces” originated at Cooper Union as the Cartesian House. This is a spatial
composition exercise. Students make a well-defined ‘kit of parts’. A series of operational
rules to work out a spatial arrangement in three progressing levels are given. The spaces
build upon themselves, interacting with spaces on each level and with the levels above
and below. The rules for each level are given separately so the student learns to adapt
their work to the previous level. At times, students are asked to speculate on their
construction as a model, in other words, to imagine themselves actually moving through
the spaces. As a final move, they are asked to make a stand for the work, which extends
the compositional space/form construction back into a 1:1 scale. Spatial sequence and
spatial qualities emphasizing light and shadow to suggest a presence or inhabitation, are
studied through photography. Orthographic drawings completes the project. A reading
of “The Philosophy of Composition” by Edgar Allan Poe accompanies the work.
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1. sefian el kotob
Project 1 – Sphere

1

3

2
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1 | 2. lama rayshouny
Project 1 – Sphere
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3 | 4. jad assi
Project 1 – Sphere

1

3

2
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Design Studio IB

1. lama rayshouny
Project 2 – Space form

2. sefian el kotob
Project 2 – Space form
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3. mostafa jaber
Project 2 – Space form

1

raffi tchakerian
The studio is comprised of different stages aimed to develop different
skills of the participant.
It starts by introducing the the students to building simple volumes
with different mediums focusing above all on precision work.
In later stages analytical abilities are heightened through exercises that
let the student consider simultaneously different angles and different
views of an object and its spatial relationships, developing the ability to
visualize mentally an object in all its directions. The latter is achieved
through targeted exercises that consider key notions such as division,
addition, subtraction and modularity applied to complex geometries.
The studio is concluded by a project that synthesizes all the skills
acquired during the semester where the students harmonically combine
all acquired notions into a final complex artefact.
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1. arine bachakdjian
Pattern

1

3

4

2
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1 | 2. houry jamkojian
Cube
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3 | 4 | 5. lynn richa
Cube

1

4

2
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1 | 2 | 3. houry jamkojian
Pattern
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4. ghenwa alam | lynn richa | jayne dib
Polygonal mesh

design studio ii
This studio is a sequence to DESIGN STUDIO’s IA and IB and constitutes a master studio in foundation, where the
techniques and methods acquired in the previous studios are taken to a higher level in a project that emphasizes
process thinking in design, and allows for effective synthesizing between two- and three- dimensions. The
project should gear each student to develop mature works that combine analytical thinking, interpretation, and
experimentation in design.
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silia abou-arbid
Industrial Anatomy | Worn-On Objects :
A Head Contraption
The Authority of an Idealized Absence : The Inaccessible Disrupting The Primacy of the Ideal
Parts of wholes, acquiring meaning thru’ their emphatic materiality, can elicit emotional
intensities that lead to a poetic image – ie, a narrative to which we have not yet become
habituated. In his seminal work The Poetics of Space, Gaston Bachelard 1957 discusses the
poetic image, that he posits as something different from a metaphor, where a poetic image
is something unprecedented, thereby creating something unprecedented : Poetic imagery
heightens our reading of phenomena by steering our responses in specific associative directions.
Therefore, the narrative contextual nuances associated with a given part of a whole affect
the way we interpret the whole, where, the mere anonymousness of the part propels our
imaginings toward unconscious new significance and varied resonances possibly unrelated
to the reality of the whole. As such, the part becomes a neutral object of the gaze.

1
3

PROBE The Unfinished : In articulating incompletion as a priority or original intent,
we will be concerned with making manifest the ‘fullness’ of an image, and the ‘rapture’
sensed in the aesthetic experience of the absent whole. Both as organic potential -poesis,
and disposition -techné, we will highlight the non-imitative and critical revelation of the
part, drawing attention to what it is and what it purports to represent - thence, recalling
the ‘telos’ of the image - or, something about the nature of the subject, it’s logic and it’s
visibility and coming-to-itself.
Therefore, this unanticipated artificial whole should seek the notion of reinforcing an
emerging order - an object in the act of appearing, where, rather than being a form
that must illustrate an idea, the fragment is as Rudolphe Gasché observes : an index of
thinking’s shifts to conceptualizing the very occurring, or coming into presence, of the idea.
READING Rodolphe Gasché Ideality In Fragmentation – Foreword to Friedrich Schlegel’s
Philosophical Fragments 1971
2
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1. rand edilbi

Graphite render on A1 vellum paper

SPECULATION on A Fragment Text : Substituting for the FACT a FICTION that One Prefers

5. riyad yassine

Graphite render on A3 cotton paper

3. philippe el-riachi
Graphite render on A3 cotton paper

4

3

1

2
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5

MUSING : The Performance with a Fragment Face - The Found Object as a Site of Predilection

1. phillipe el-riachi The Performance Cast Plaster
2. talar demirjian

3. riyad yassine Cast Bronze
4. carole el-danaf The Performance Clay Modeling
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2. sarah chilinguirian The Eyes of the Poor Charles BEAUDELAIRE

‘.. Oh! You want to know why i hate you today. It will undoubtedly be less easy for you to understand than it will be for me to explain .. So difficult is
Graphite render on A2 vellum paper

1
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1. carole el danaf If We Must Die Claude McKAY
‘If we must die - Oh! Let us nobly die’
Graphite render on A2 vellum paper

2
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2. rihab sukkarieh The Eyes of the Poor Charles BEAUDELAIRE
‘.. How beautiful it is ! - You’d think all the gold in this poor world was on its walls.’
Graphite render on A2 vellum paper

2

1
3
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1. jana al fakih If We Must Die Claude McKAY

‘.. Let us nobly die - So that our precious blood may not be shed in vain’
Graphite render on A2 vellum paper

2. talar demirjian Opportunity Missed Wendy WILLIAMS

‘I wanted to know her, but i was frightenend by something, I couldn’t understand myself’
Graphite render on A2 vellum paper

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. philippe el riachi Women Without Men Sherin NESHAT

‘Women were created from the rib of man to be beside him, not from his head to top him, nor from his feet to be tramped by him, but from under his arm .. near to his heart ..’
Mixed Media on A2 cotton paper

1

2
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1. rand edilbi BATMAN The Dark Knight Christopher NOLAN

‘My father was a fiend and a drinker, And, one night he goes off crazier than usual’
Graphite on A2 vellum paper
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The Construct

2. sarah chilinguirian The Eyes of the Poor Charles BEAUDELAIRE

‘.. Oh! You want to know why i hate you today. It will undoubtedly be less easy for you to understand than it will be for me to explain .. So difficult is
Graphite render on A2 vellum paper

2

1
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1. rihab sukkarieh The Eyes of the Poor Charles BEAUDELAIRE
‘.. How beautiful it is ! - You’d think all the gold in this poor world was on its walls.’
Graphite render on A2 vellum paper
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2. carole el danaf Poem If We Must Die Claude McKAY
‘With our deeds, one catches a glimpse of History unfolding’
Syntactical Processing and Revelation

1

2

3
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1. sarah chilinguirian Poem The Eyes of the Poor Charles BEAUDELAIRE
‘Reverence is also defiance .. when it is a spiritual call to fight injustice’
Syntactical Processing and Revelation
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2. jessica raheb khello

Excerpt from The Little Prince Antoine DE SAINT-EXUPÉRY

‘What is most important is invisible’ Syntactical Processing and Revelation

3. rihab sukkarieh Poem The Eyes of the Poor Charles BEAUDELAIRE

‘The inequality that exists between the wealthy and the poor – a crucial difference, where, one
collects surplus at the expance of the other.’ Syntactical Processing and Revelation

2
1
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1. sefian el kotob Phylosophical Fragment I think, therefore I am René DESCARTES

‘The time and times one aims to make, one thinks – and, only thence, can one become a part of the Universe. When one becomes a seer.’
Syntactical Processing and Revelation
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2. mohammad el-husseini Manifesto of Mother Monster Lady GAGA

‘A birth of magnificent and magical proportions took place, But the birth was not finite, It was infinite _ ..this infamous moment in life is not temporal, It is eternal ’
Syntactical Processing and Revelation

1

chahid akoury
Henri Lefebvre writes in The Production of Space that the body with its capacity for
action is not merely contained in space, but is in itself capable of creating space through
that action.
The starting premise of this studio is the perception of the body’s capacity for transformation
as it moves in a given line of action. Additionally, the studio emphasizes the generation of
space as a result of such a motion.
This is explored by first looking at the geometric formats of such a generation, and how
such geometries support mass/void relationships, transfer of energies, articulation of
form and load bearing properties.
This is achieved by mapping, where speculative techniques are applied in order to generate
a distinction between outer form, mass, void, and structure. Mapping is utilized to “shape”
space based on narratives or programs.

2

Inspired by the human body and its capacity to generate space through action, the final
outcome materializes a narrative led movement as an artificial body.
The end result should be a form, which is loosely derived or deduced from the human
body in a manner, yet at the same time, read as a body on its own, creating its unique
spatial conditions.
This final form should be comprised of component-based assembly as a dynamic system.
Eventually, these artificial bodies become performers of a fictional narrative articulated
by their forms, the visual and physical encounter of their motion and function with the
audience, and their ability to present themselves as effective systems.
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1. christina zakhem

Proprioceptive expression – Digital photography

2. jad nehmeh

Proprioceptive expression – Digital photography

2

5

1

4

3
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1. lynn richa

Mapping as formal analysis and generation,
– Graphite and ink

2. stephanie ibrahim

Mapping as formal analysis and generation,
– Graphite and ink

3. vanessa haddad
Drawing motion – Graphite

4. farah saliba
Drawing motion – Graphite

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

5 | 6. lynn richa

Transitional drawing for final artificial body – Graphite on vellum

1

3

2
4
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1. vanessa haddad

Incongruity final artificial body – Metal and wood

2. george eid

Panopticon artificial body – Wood, metal, and thread

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3 | 4. lynn richa

The contortionist final artificial body – Wood and metal

1

rached bohsali
Stage 1 Assemblage: From a 2D collage with the theme: “Mess, Chaos, Destruction” to
a Low Relief Mixed Media Assemblage.
Stage 2 The virtual town mapping: This step is based on a processed picture of the
assemblage in order to minimize the details reduce the given forms to create shades and
tones of geometric shapes and create an aerial image seen from the sky.
In order to construct levels, cross sections are created through the map and elevated.
The whole rendered freely in pencil, ink or Marker to create a processed composition.
Stage 3 The building blocks units: Cubes are carved according to the designed drawing.
Thus creating the negative void that is to be defined
Stage 4 The virtual city/town: Based on the print of the rendered drawing, also to a 1/1
scale. Protrusion of geometric shapes are to enhance the positive volumes (with foam/
cork sheets/ soft wood/ paper) into reliefs that will be defined with orthogonal, and
oblique planes.
Stage 5 The apparatus: In the same spirit of all that was done throughout the semester,
analyze, synthesize, add, and subtract to get to a feasible device/mass reminiscent of
the whole package.
The structure is a device that should function with a mechanical and /or electro-mechanical
Stage 6 The movie (optional): The 2-minute movie should show what cannot be shown
in your 2D/3D visuals (work).
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1. khaled shammaa

Stage 1 – Assemblage One manís garbage is another manís treasure Ö One manís junk is another manís art!

1

2

3
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1. karen kotob

Stage 1 – Assemblage One manís garbage is another manís treasure Ö One manís junk is another manís art!
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2. ghadir makki

Stage 1 – Assemblage One manís garbage is another manís treasure Ö One manís junk is another
manís art!

3. aya safi

Stage 1 – Assemblage One manís garbage is another manís treasure Ö One manís junk is another
manís art!

1

2

3
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1. ahmad itani

Stage 1 – Assemblage One manís garbage is another manís treasure Ö One manís junk is another manís art!
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2. ghadir makki

Stage 2 – The virtual town mapping Recycling and synthesizing from heterogeneous to
homogeneous, from concrete to virtual (digital)

3. ahmad itani

Stage 2 – The virtual town mapping Recycling and synthesizing from heterogeneous to
homogeneous, from concrete to virtual (digital)

1

3

2
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1. aya safi

Stage 2 – The virtual town mapping Recycling and synthesizing from heterogeneous to
homogeneous, from concrete to virtual (digital)

2. pia maria majdalani

Stage 2 – The virtual town mapping Recycling and synthesizing from heterogeneous to
homogeneous, from concrete to virtual (digital)

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. aya safi

Stage 3 – The building blocks units Crawlerís eye view - gravity

5
2

4

1

3
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1. khaled chammaa

Stage 3 – The building blocks units Crawlerís
eye view - gravity

2. ahmad itani

Stage 3 – The building blocks units Crawlerís
eye view - gravity

3. aya safi

Stage 3 – The building blocks units Crawlerís
eye view - gravity

4. karen kotob

Stage 3 – The building blocks units Crawlerís
eye view - gravity

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

5. aya safi

Stage 4 – The virtual citytown flight and sceneseen from above – Lightness and flight

1

4
2

5

3
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1. khaled shammaa

Stage 5 – The apparatus (a whatchamacallit) movement

2. taghrid soufian

Stage 5 – The apparatus (a whatchamacallit) movement

3. aya safi

Stage 5 – The apparatus (a whatchamacallit) movement

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

4. sara beydoun

Stage 5 – The apparatus (a whatchamacallit) movement

5. ahmad itani

Stage 5 – The apparatus (a whatchamacallit) movement

lee frederix
The design studio will follow a process requiring the student/designer to build from a
defined starting point toward a clear objective. To that end, the student must develop a
design methodology that will allow her to move from analysis toward concept building,
and finally to execution.

1

The scope of the various projects ranges from the micro toward the macro, from singularity
to plurality, from the intensely objective to the excessively subjective.
The semester’s work will consist of a sequence of exercises that focus on the design
process and result in a series of interconnected variations derived from a single starting
point. In the introductory sessions, each student will be assigned a single everyday object
that includes some sort of mechanism or at least one moving part (e.g. umbrella, bicycle,
drafting lamp...). This object will form the basis for all of the student’s explorations and
work over the course of the semester.
Phase I: Analysis (4 weeks) The first stage is aimed at building a thorough understanding
of the object through various intensive analytical processes.
Phase II: Interpretation (4 weeks) The second stage will require that the student
approach the object from alternative perspectives and reconsider its design with respect
to external factors.
Phase III: Experimentation (6 weeks) This final series of exercises will encourage new
iterations of the design derived from the insights freshly gained from the previous phases.
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1. rea osseiran
Texture Drawing

1

2

4

3
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1. rea osseiran
Texture Drawing
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2. rea osseiran
Modular

3. ghida takieddine
Modular

4.liliana halwani
Modular

1

2

3
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1. sami rawas
Project 1

149
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2 | 3. sami rawas
Project 1

3
1

4

2
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1 | 2 | 3. liliane halwani
Final project
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4. liliane halwani
Final project

1

christine kettaneh
In The Lost Thing (2010), the Academy Award-winning short animation film, a lonely
boy, in a drab dystopian near-future, discovers a bizarre-looking creature. The boy sets
out to find out to whom or where it can belong, but is met with indifference because he
is the only one who is able to notice the extraordinary in his playful and absurd friend.
Viktor Shklovsky says in “Art as Technique” that as perception becomes habitual, it
becomes unconsciously automatic. For example, we see a familiar object as though it
were enveloped in a sack; the object recognized in that manner, by only its silhouette,
fades and does not leave a first impression; “ultimately the essence of what it was is
forgotten.” So what becomes of life when people stop noticing things: clothes, furniture,
work, one’s wife, and the fear of war? “If the whole complex lives of many people go on
unconsciously, then such lives are as if they had never been.”
Through art one may recover the sensation of life. And the technique of art is
defamiliarization: making objects “unfamiliar,” making forms difficult, to remove
automatism and hinder the process of perception. That way perception is prolonged
and a new vision of the object is created.
The boy takes the thing to the Federal Department of Odds & Ends, “The place for
forgetting, for leaving behind.” Luckily he is diverted and given directions to a different
world, a utopia, into which the thing fits and happily escapes.
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1. jihane
Model

1

3

2
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1. sara
Collage

2. sara
Drawing

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. sara
Model 1

1

3

4
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1. clemence
Drawing

2. clemence
Model

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. celine
Model

4. yara
Model 2

1

4

3
2
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1. christa
Collage

2. christa
Drawing

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. christa
Technical

4. christa
Model 1

1

4

2

3
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1. tracy
Model

2. tracy
Drawing

3. tracy
Collage

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

4. teddy
Drawing

5. teddy
Model 1

1

antoine romanos
Educational goals / Teaching strategies / Body of knowledge / Outcome
Preamble: We look at education as being a set of unique “instants” (opportunities)
intense and inspiring that cultivate “morals/deontogy/principles” parts of which are:
1- An un-prejudiced attitude willing to consider new ideas, and receptive to arguments
and opinions.

2

2- An engaged intellectual honesty and curiosity
3- A high level of responsibility and self reliance. It will never be focused on exhibiting
best students results or the knowledge Quantification at the expense of the Qualitative
appreciation of the holistic and humanistic Students’ acquisitions in their Educational
Experience.
We see it as “a miracle that curiosity survives formal education”. Albert Einstein
Teaching strategies / Body of knowledge: The studio does not intend to present a fixed
body of knowledge, it aims at acquainting students with means and ways to apprehend
realities, their realities, in order to observe, capture, register, analyse, modify and finally
represent, thru a variety of tools to which they will be introduced. A delicate balance
between the thinking process and the making abilities, has to be maintained.
Outcome: Not everything that counts is countable and not everything that is countable
counts. Einstein

3
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1. rami abi saab

Wood model – Wood plexi metal

2. rami abi saab
Wood model drawing

3. rami abi saab
Wire model drawing

4

6
1

2

3
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1. lara hmayed

Wood model – Wood plexi metal

5

2. lara hmayed
Cardboard model

3. lara hmayed
Wood model drawing

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

4. marwa mansour
Cardboard modeL – Cardboard

5. marwa mansour
Wood model drawing

6. marwa mansour
Wire model – Wires

1

6

3

5

2
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1. valentina khalil
Cardboard model – Cardboard

2. valentina khalil
Wire model drawing

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. nancy saad
Wire model – Wires

4. diana nasreddine
Wood model – Wood plexi metal

5. mostafa jaber
Insect – Wires

6. jinane boustany
Wire model – Wires

1

arwa seifeddine
THE VERB . THE IMAGE. THE SPACE
“Architecture is frozen music”; Johan Wolfgang von Goethe
“Architecture is inhabited sculpture”; Constantin Brancusi
Foundation courses are an initiation into the world of art, culture, and design.
This studio is about quotes and space configurations interpreted in two and three
dimensions with emphasis on the process of design, developing a series of interconnected
variations in relation with the same theme: the architectural space.
Starting from a picture of a space, the project develops from interpretations in 2D, to
Relief, to 3D leading to the creation of a structure, where the main issue is the correlation
between a citation and its materiality.
After a series of conceptual investigations and formal compositions, students had
to interpret one of the quotes through the exploration of similarities of the two arts,
considering basic common structural elements and their relation to each other.
The interplay between the analysis of the quote, its interpretation, and configuration, led
to the creation of an imaginative construction, with integration of motion, a synthesis
establishing correspondences between two artistic spheres and bridging between the
mental and the physical space.
While design involves function, art remains free, unrestricted. This course is a combination
of both, an initiation into the realm of rigor and imagination, culture and aesthetics, and
a journey by which students are introduced to their inner self thru an insightful creative
process.
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1. malak abdul karim
Visual metaphor of a title
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2
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1. celine el lahham
Conceptual image

2. rayan chebli

Space-quote configuration (‘’architecture is frozen music’’)

3. rayan chebli
Conceptual image

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

4/5/6/7. malak abdul karim
Picture transformation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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1/2/3/4. martine sayegh
Picture transformation
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4. thea machleb
Relief

5. martine sayegh
Visual metaphor of a tiltle

6. victoria kabalan
Relief

7. celine el lahham
Relief

2

4

5

1

3
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1. martine sayegh
Relief

2. chantal hassoun
Study

3. chantal hassoun
Relief

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

4. racha ahmad
Design for a contrast

5. thea mechleb

Assemblage. design for a contrast

2

3

1

4
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1. victoria kabalan

Space -quote configuration (‘’architecture is frozen music’’)

2. victoria kabalan
Conceptual image

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. celine el lahham

Space -quote configuration (‘’architecture is frozen music’’)

4. diala choukair

Assemblage. Design for a contrast

2

3

1
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1. jana abou zahra

Assemblage – Design for a contrast

2. aya akar

Design for a contrast

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. malak abdul karim
Assemblage. Design for a contrast

1

2

3

4

hanibal srouji
During the semester the students are working on formal analysis of
artworks - mainly painting.
Based on the findings through this process, the analysis results are
reinvested and used as schemas, or rather, as blueprints for different
design projects. This methodology aims at understanding the
fundamentals of composition in art as common grounds bridging the
different design disciplines.
This Year a low-relief was constructed in cardboard based on the outline
and contour analysis.
Original Shapes were then formed based on geometric shape findings.
One of these shapes was used to construct an elevation in cardboard
and then a protrusion using foam.
The last structural analysis led to the construction of the wood project
exploring simple notions movement, space and ideas of what skin
could be ...
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1/2/3/4. farah zumot
Structure studies

1

2

3
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1. nour zantout
Relief
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2/3/4. carla latif
Relief

4

1

1

2

3

4

2
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1/2. nour zantout
Cardboard protrusion
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3. hassan elreda
Foam protrusion

4. nour zantout
Foam protrusion

5. carla latif
Foam protrusion

4. marwa rifa
Foam protrusion

1

3

2
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1. nour zantout
Wood structure

2. carole amine
Wood structure

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. bilal issa
Wood structure

4. nour zantout
Wood structure

raffi tchakerian
In The Lost Thing (2010), the Academy Award-winning short animation film, a lonely
boy, in a drab dystopian near-future, discovers a bizarre-looking creature. The boy sets
out to find out to whom or where it can belong, but is met with indifference because he
is the only one who is able to notice the extraordinary in his playful and absurd friend.
1

Viktor Shklovsky says in “Art as Technique” that as perception becomes habitual, it
becomes unconsciously automatic. For example, we see a familiar object as though it
were enveloped in a sack; the object recognized in that manner, by only its silhouette,
fades and does not leave a first impression; “ultimately the essence of what it was is
forgotten.” So what becomes of life when people stop noticing things: clothes, furniture,
work, one’s wife, and the fear of war? “If the whole complex lives of many people go on
unconsciously, then such lives are as if they had never been.”
Through art one may recover the sensation of life. And the technique of art is
defamiliarization: making objects “unfamiliar,” making forms difficult, to remove
automatism and hinder the process of perception. That way perception is prolonged
and a new vision of the object is created.

2

The boy takes the thing to the Federal Department of Odds & Ends, “The place for
forgetting, for leaving behind.” Luckily he is diverted and given directions to a different
world, a utopia, into which the thing fits and happily escapes.
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1. arine bachakdjian
3d Creature – 1

2. arine bachakdjian
Creature Drawing – Pencil – 3

1

4

3

2
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1. houry jamkojian
Creature Drawing – Pencil – 2

2. houry jamkojian
3d Creature – 3

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. margaux essey

Creature Drawing – Pencil – 1

4. margaux essey
3d Creature – 6

5
3

1

2
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1. rodrigue abichebel
Creature Drawing – Pencil – 4

2. rodrigue abichebel
3D Creature – 2

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. yara ayoub
3d Creature – 9

4. serj khederian
3d Creature – 8

5. giada mahfouz
3d Creature – 4

3
1
5

2

4
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1. karen mahfouz
3D Creature – 5

2. nabila el tom
3D Creature – 5

SPRING 16 Design Studio II

3. carel habib

Creature Drawing – Pencil – 5

4. sandra soghmonian
Creature drawing – Pencil – 6

5. sandra soghmonian
3d Creature – 7
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